
Water Control Examples, Cayton and Flixton Carrs Wetland Project, Scarborough 

 

 Bespoke sheet pile dam with steel sluice and larch dropboards 

 
Location: Flixton Carr, Scarborough  Cost: seven sluices at £1650 each HLS special project. 

Installed: Thackray's Ltd Feb ’11, using ‘Multilock’ recycled plastic piles (Aldridge Piling Ltd), fabricated 

steel galvanized dropboard sluice gate, stone spillway, timber pile bracing. 

 

Pros: Design solution for deep peat site where ongoing peat shrinkage would cause a conventional brick, 

stone or concrete sluice or a timber sluice structure to fail and seepage around or beneath the sluice would be 

problematic. Sheet piling up to 6m lengths forms a deep, strongly interlocked dam wall, across full width of 

ditch to either fence line and to a considerable depth. Very easy to operate (may require access plank). 

Cons: Driving piles problematic if gravel layers or hard sub-soils beneath. The integrity of the pile wall is 

weaker for having a sluice gate in the centre and more prone to flex due to head of water impounded. The 

narrowness of the opening restricts flow in spate or on high discharge channels. 

 

           
 

Piles in 6m lengths delivered to site.        Driving piles with digger arm         Central pile at bed forms sluice gate opening.     Fabricated steel frame.                Completed sluice before boards inserted in spring. 

  

          
 

360 digger installing piles at one sluice site.      Vibrating plate detail      Detail of base of gate frame              Foam rubber strip to improve seal at base       Minimal leakage   Larger aperture sluice frame 
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Twinwall pipe and clay bund sluices with exchangeable collars 

 
Locations: Potter Brompton Carr & Staxton Carr Scarborough.  Cost: £450 -£550, HLS special projects.  

Installed: Hainsworth Ltd. March ’11, using 300mm twinwall plastic pipe, 90 degree bend and locally won 

clay (core of bund) and peat from adjacent ground. 

 

Pros: Relatively inexpensive using readily available stock drainage parts, making a soil bund into a 

substantial sluice. Large flow capacity, easy to operate, unobtrusive design. Simple to remove by digger if 

any problems or if agreement ends. Unobtrusive design. 

 

Cons: Potential for debris to block up the pipe. Earth bund susceptible to erosion in flash flood events. 

Drawdown level limited by level of right angle bend when collars removed. Pipe bend units quite pricey.  

 

 
 

      
 

Borrow pit for clay (overburden was returned, leaving a scrape) 300mm twinwall pipe with 90 degree bend          Excavator preparing ditch for bund       Upstream view of  a pipe bund (angled style)   Exchangeable collars 

 

     
 
Inserting a collar  to raise level.           Water raised close to field level by collar    Flooded scrape linked  to sluiced ditch    Alternative with T piece and removeable inner bung to enable lower drawdown 
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Soil Bund with flexible pipe 
 

Locations:  Flixton Carr, Cayton Carr & Star Carr, Scarborough. Cost: £100-£200, (HLS S1 bund £150) 

Installed:  Various contractors/farmers using 150mm or smaller flexible non perforated drainage pipe. Ditch re-

profiled to win soil for bund, or spoil from nearby scrape creation. Well compacted peat adequate but increase 

length of bunded section ~6m. Clay core gives better seal around pipes if available onsite. 

 

Pros: Relatively cheap, simple and quick to install. Relatively inconspicuous. Suitable for where landowner not 

keen to build a more permanent structure as easily removed by digger. Standard S1 payments cover costs if DIY  

Cons: Prone to leakage and seepage losses, which can progressively erode the bund. Limited flow capacity and 

can fail in storm events. Unsuitable for larger ditches or high flow rates. Smaller diameters more flexible but 

more prone to blockage. Lowering the sluice pipe can be difficult due to buoyancy of plastic pipe. 

Variations: Swivel pipe in soil bund, various methods for raising and lowering eg weighted pulley, rigid pole 

lashed to cross-member, downstream pipe control on rope or chain can be easier than upstream raised pipe. 

 

      
 

Twin pipe version, upstream side         Pulley system to raise and lower       Pipes held down          Pipes raised    Sluice holding raised levels in March 

 

      
  
Variant with Downstream pipe held on a chain . note bunded length of ditch is 15m     Variant of metal sheet dam employing a flexipipe control on downstream side. Bespoke solution by local Builder, Folkton Carr 
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 Drain junction box intervention 
 

Location: Potter Brompton Carr, Scarborough, Cost £400  

Installed: Hainsworth Ltd, Feb ’11. Inspection chamber created on existing carrier drain junction box with right 

angle bend and removeable pipe collar forming water level control facility. 

 

Pros: Alternative for field where sluicing ditch not possible. Utilizes existing field drainage network. Possible to use 

in-field, with a manhole cover over the structure. Multiple inlets to a junction can be controlled by single structure. 

 

Cons: Requires existing under drainage carrier pipes to converge through a single point at a junction box. Limited 

influence, dependent on winter rainfall retention. Cannot supply additional water from ditch flow but may be 

supplementary to other measures. 

 

 

Hay bale ditch block 
 

Location: Flotmanby Carr, Cost labour only 

Installed: By farmer on slow flowing ditches as temporary measure until sheet pile sluices approved and installed. 

Must be well  pressed down, stakes and or wires may be needed to fix in place. 

  

Pros: Very cheap, crude temporary or trial measure, easily removed, minimal disturbance to bank, can be placed by 

tractor and grab if no digger available. Materials readily available. Can use multiple bales. 

Cons: Only suitable where ditch profile is narrow. Not watertight, holds limited head of water and can cause erosion 

of bank sides where flows are significant. Could be washed away in storm flows, causing blockage downstream at 

culverts etc.  Short term measure and may affect water quality as bale decomposes. 

 

Sheet metal dam with flexible pipe. 

 

Location: Folkton Carr Cost £200-£300 

Installed: F. Robinson Ltd, bespoke design using local materials 

 

Pros: solution for permeable soft peat soils where brick or concrete unsuitable, Inexpensive, reused materials, 

minimal bank disturbance (inserted like a guillotine) 

Cons: Limited flow capacity. Seepage around and under when holding any significant head of water. May not be 

suitable if heavy storm flows or flash flows likely. Not a standard recognised design /materials for so required special 

approval for use on HLS site. 



About the Cayton and Flixton Carrs Wetland Project 
 

These case studies all come from farm sites in the Vale of Pickering near Scarborough, North Yorkshire, under the umbrella of the Cayton and Flixton Carrs 

Wetland Project. This land management project is funded by a partnership of statutory and voluntary bodies working with local farms to protect and enhance 

biodiversity and archaeology. The project is funded by Natural England, the Environment Agency, the RSPB, Scarborough Borough Council and North Yorkshire 

County Council. 

 

The farms are lowland sites focussed on the floodplain of the River Hertford and the Derwent of which it is a tributary. Large parts of the Vale are highly productive 

arable land by virtue of an extensive network of artificial and natural drainage, maintained by farmers and drainage authorities. Some areas however are proving 

more challenging to cultivate as ground levels steadily slump due to continuing drainage, much as in the East Anglian fens. The organic fen peat soils present in 

large parts of the Vale attest to a much wetter prehistoric landscape, most famously represented by Star Carr near Seamer, site of a Mesolithic settlement on the 

shore of an ancient lake.  

 

To date a total of ten farm sites have entered into Higher Level Stewardship agreements under the umbrella of the Cayton and Flixton Carrs Wetland Project, 

supported by a full-time Project Officer since 2007. These ten sites together account for 300 hectares of wet grassland habitat restoration, where farm subsidies are 

encouraging lower intensity livestock farming and carefully managed water levels in drainage ditches to keep spring-time water tables near ground level. The wet 

fields with shallow seasonal water features are a magnet for ground-nesting wading birds and also benefit a range of other wetland and farmland species. 

 

The Project Officer role is focussed on advocacy work with landowners and facilitating practical habitat restoration. Due to the peculiarities of the soil and ground 

conditions the Project has pioneered some bespoke solutions for water level management on the Carrs. These case studies are intended to benefit other farmers and 

land management advisors both in the Project area and on similar Carr land sites elsewhere. Prices are approximate, correct at February 2011 and may assist with 

estimating costs of HLS capital works in particular, and with water level control structures generally on other conservation sites. 

 

 

Tim Burkinshaw, Wetland Project Officer     Funded by :  
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